Immune response to somatic cell hybrids between ultraviolet radiation-induced regressor and spontaneous progressor C3H mouse tumor cells.
We used somatic cell hybridization to determine whether the regressor phenotype exhibited by UV-induced murine tumors was dominant or recessive and whether this technique could confer immunogenic properties on nonimmunogenic syngeneic tumors. We transfected a highly antigenic UV-induced C3H mouse tumor cell line (UV-2240) with the plasmid pSV2-neo and selected G418-resistant clones. The resulting cell line was fused with a spontaneously transformed nonimmunogenic C3H progressor tumor cell line (SF-2T) that had been selected previously for resistance to 3.0 mM ouabain. These two cell lines were fused by a brief exposure to polyethylene glycol and heterokaryons isolated by growth in medium containing both G418 and ouabain. Hybrid cell lines established from individual colonies and from pools of colonies were tested for tumorigenicity in normal C3H and athymic nude mice. The results indicated that all the hybrid cell lines tested were highly antigenic in that they were completely rejected when transplanted into normal syngeneic mice but grew progressively in nude mice. Furthermore, immunization of C3H mice with the hybrid cell lines induced protective immunity against challenge with the immunizing tumor and generated cross-protective immunity against challenge with the regressor parental cell line but not against challenge with the progressor parental cell line. These results demonstrate that the regressor phenotype of the UV-2240 tumor is dominant in nature and that the immune response induced by somatic cell hybrids is uniquely directed against the dominant tumor-specific transplantation antigens expressed on the regressor tumor. This implies that introduction of tumor-specific transplantation antigens from an immunogenic tumor into a nonimmunogenic tumor, although sufficient to confer immunogenic properties to the hybrid, is insufficient to induce cross-protective transplantation immunity against the nonimmunogenic tumor.